Homoeopathy has undoubtedly taught us, that however high an estimate medical men may have before formed of the healing powers of Nature, these must be rated much higher still. This fact may indeed render us more modest, but 
changes wrought in homoeopathy have not been sufficiently taken into account in your essay; and hence it may here be of some use to point out some of the principal epochs of the system. Samuel Hahnemann published his 'Organon' of Medicine in the year 1810, but had begun to make his system known before that time. I think with you that he was a sincere believer in the truth of his doctrine. It is but just, however, to remark, that, at least once previously, he had deceived the world, by selling at a high price, under the name of pnoeum, a nostrum which consisted of nothing but borax. This is a fact undenied even by his adherents.
He had before this published a pharmacological dictionary (' Apotheker Lexicon'), and his system was altogether the offspring rather of Pharmacy than of Medicine, properly so called. apparatus medicaminum" possesses less merit than we imagined, and that it need no longer continue as gross and rude as the instruments of an " armentarium chirurgicum" of old. It has, however, at the same time enabled us to mark with greater distinctness those diseases in which our remedies really effect the cure. Such are, for example, intermittent fever, scabies, syphilis. These it was that first showed the insufficiency of homoeopathy; and you will find that in the statistic bulletin of Dr.
Fleisclimann these diseases are omitted.
On thing certain is that, through means of homoeopathy, Medicine has undergone, is undergoing, and?as in your treatise you predict?will, in the future, yet further undergo a rigorous scrutiny. It appears to me, however, that rational scientific medicine Las, in some degree already passed this ordeal; and if it can never claim the exactness of chemistry and mechanics, it may yet hope, in point of accuracy, to reach the standard attained by modern Physiology.
Yours, most sincerely, June, 22d, 1846.
